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CIRCLE LOOM WEAVING

MEASUREMENTS
Approx 11½ x 22" [29 x 56 cm] including 
fringe.

INSTRUCTIONS
Prepare the loom: 
Optional: Spray paint loom in color of 
choice.

MATERIALS

Bernat® Maker Home Dec™ (8.8 oz/250 g; 317 yds/290 m)
Contrast A Aqua (11005) 1 ball
Contrast B Black (11012) 1 ball
Contrast C Gold (11003) 1 ball

11½" [29 cm] round knitting loom. Yarn needle. Bakers Twine . Optional: Spray paint.

ABBREVIATIONS:

1
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2.  Tightly stretch across loom and wrap
clockwise around peg directly across
from first peg.

3.  Tightly stretch twine back to opposite
side of loom and wrap counter-
clockwise around peg to the left of
previous peg.

1. Tie end of bakers twine to peg on
outside of loom. Bring working twine to 
left of closest peg on loom.

SKILL LEVEL:  EASY
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4.  Tightly stretch twine back to opposite 
side of loom and wrap clockwise 
around peg to the right of previous 
peg.

5.  Repeat Steps 4 and 5 until all pegs have 
been wrapped.  

6.  Cut twine. Tie loose ends of twine 
tightly around first peg and bring ends 
to back of work. 

1.  Thread long length of A through yarn 
needle. Tie end of yarn around strands 
of twine at center - PHOTO SHOWS 
BACK OF WORK.

2.  Each peg will have a double strand of 
twine stretching from peg to center of 
work.  Treating each double strand as 
one and using yarn needle, weave yarn 
over and under each double strand of 
twine around.

3.  When one round is complete, weave 
second round working opposite over/
under from previous round; i.e.; If first 
round began weaving over the first 
strand, begin second round working 
under the first strand

4.  Continue weaving in rounds pulling 
yarn tight and pushing woven yarn 
toward center as necessary. 

PHOTO SHOWS BACK OF WORKWEAVING
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5.  To change color, cut working yarn and 
move tail to back of work. Bring new 
color from back to front through next 
space. Begin weaving with new color as 
before.

Weave in desired stripe pattern until edge 
of Loom is reaching. Cut yarn.  Bring end 
to back of work and secure. 

TASSELS (Make 1 each with A, B and C)
Wrap yarn aound 6" [15 cm] piece of cardboard 15 times. Tie Securely at one end 
leaving long tails. Cut across other end. Wrap a strand of yarn around Tassel ½" [1.25 cm] 
down from tied end. Fasten securely.

Tie 3 tassels to loom as seen in picture.
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